TOWN OF CARRBORO

BOARD OF ADJUSTMENT
301 West Main Street, Carrboro, North Carolina 27510
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MINUTES APPROVAL
Consideration of July 21, 2021 minutes. Staff requests that the Board table consideration of the
minutes until the following meeting.

II.

REVIEW OF A REQUEST TO RENEW A SPECIAL USE PERMIT FOR C’EST SI BON COOKING SCHOOL
AT 1002 BRACE LANE.
Mr. Richard Snover and Mrs. Dorette Snover are requesting that their Special Use Permit be
renewed and are requesting that the condition on the permit requiring a ten year renewal be
removed. The Board of Adjustment is asked to review the materials submitted by the applicant,
deliberate the request, and consider adopting a resolution (Attachment C) directing staff on
next steps regarding the request.

III.

PUBLIC HEARING TO REVIEW AN APPEAL OF THE ZONING ADMINISTRATOR’S DECISION
REGARDING A CHANGE IN USE.
Mr. Andrew Dykers has appealed a determination made by Zoning Administrator, Marty Roupe,
regarding whether a change in use occurs if / when a property’s use changes from single family
dwelling to duplex. Mr. Dykers’ property is located at 104 Williams Street and is zoned
Residential – 10 (R-10). The Board of Adjustment must receive the application, hold a public
hearing, and make a decision regarding the appeal.

IV.

Old/New Business

V.

ADJOURN!

*To view the remote Board of Adjustment meeting, please contact Dorian McLean at
dmclean@townofcarrboro.org or 919-918-7336 or Marty Roupe at
mroupe@townofcarrboro.org or 919-918-7333 to receive an invitation to view the
meeting. If you wish to make public comment, at the time of public comment, the staff
person will make comments possible one person at a time. Please send any written
statement or materials to the email addresses provided above. Requests to remotely
attend the meeting shall be made within 24 hours of the meeting start time. The
requester should also specify if they wish to make any public comments in the email.

BOARD OF ADJUSTMENT
ITEM NO.: _________________

AGENDA ITEM ABSTRACT
MEETING DATE:

WEDNESDAY, AUGUST 25, 2021

SUBJECT: REVIEW OF A REQUEST TO RENEW A SPECIAL USE PERMIT FOR C’EST SI BON
COOKING SCHOOL AT 1002 BRACE LANE
DEPARTMENT:

PLANNING DEPARTMENT

PUBLIC HEARING: YES __

NO __ X __

ATTACHMENTS:

FOR INFORMATION CONTACT:

A.
B.
C.
D.

Marty
Roupe,
mroupe@townofcarrboro.org

LETTER FROM APPLICANT
ANNOTATED SUP DOCUMENT
RESOLUTION
LETTERS FROM NEIGHBORS

918-7333,

PURPOSE
Mr. Richard Snover and Mrs. Dorette Snover are requesting that their Special Use Permit be renewed and
requesting that the condition on the permit requiring a ten year renewal be removed. The Board of
Adjustment is asked to review the materials submitted by the applicant, deliberate the request, and
consider adopting a resolution (Attachment C) directing staff on next steps regarding the request.
ANALYSIS
The Board of Adjustment granted a Special Use Permit on October 19, 2011 permitting the property
owners to operate a cooking school on their property in addition to its continued use as a single family
home (see Attachment B). At the time the Board chose to include a condition, number 7, on the permit
requiring a check in after a ten year period at which point the Board of Adjustment would choose to
renew, amend, or cancel the permit. The specific condition reads as follows:
7. The permit shall be valid for 10 years. Prior to the expiration of the permit, the owner shall present a
status report to the Board of Adjustment addressing all conditions of the original permit. The Board of
Adjustment shall, at that time, renew the permit, amend the permit, or cancel the permit.
The applicant has submitted a letter, see Attachment A, explaining how they have remained in compliance
with the permit and have acted as good neighbors to parties potentially affected by the cooking school
operating on the property. They have also submitted an annotated SUP document explaining how they are
in compliance with the terms of the permit. They also intend to submit during the meeting signed letters
from all property owners within 500 feet expressing that they support the cooking school and have no
issues with its operating on the site.
The applicant is specifically requesting that the Board of Adjustment amend the permit to remove
condition number 7, thereby renewing the permit, permanently this time. Staff has included a resolution,
Attachment C, which the Board may complete as desired.

RECOMMENDATION
Town Staff requests that the Board of Adjustment review the materials submitted by the applicant,
deliberate the request, and consider adopting a resolution (Attachment C) directing staff on next steps
regarding the request.
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Requesting another Renewal of our 10 year SUP
Also we are requesting removal of the 10 year renewal condition from the permit.

TO:

Board of Adjustment

DATE:

July 28th 2021

OWNERS:

Richard & Dorette Snover
1002 Brace Lane
Chapel Hill, NC 27516

Dear Board of Adjustment,
Richard and Dorette Snover request renewal of the 2011 SUP for a combination use
consisting of an existing single-family residence and educational facility or cooking
school called C’est Si Bon at 1002 Brace Lane.
Also we are requesting removal of the 10 year renewal condition from the permit.
C’est si Bon has been operating at the same location for 24 years, and in those years no
concerns have occurred or been reported to Carrboro from our neighbors. It is our
understanding that the Carrboro City Attorney and the Planning Department finds
no reason to keep this renewal condition in place. In addition, Carrboro Mayor Lydia
Lavelle supports this request..
The cooking school consists of a 528 sf accessory building located in Fox Meadow on an
acre property surrounded by another 5 acres of greenspace. All of our neighbors also have
an acre of property.
C’est si Bon, Inc. is a nonprofit corporation organized under the North Carolina
Nonprofit Corporation Act, Chapter 55A of the North Carolina General Statutes.
C’est si Bon, Inc. enjoys an excellent reputation in the community and provides
outstanding community service including such organizations as the Boys and Girls Club,
The UNC Burn Clinic, and the Ronald McDonald House, and No Kid Hungry.
SUP Conditions.
Traffic. (update: no change since 2011 SUP)
The applicant has stated the traffic for the cooking school is minimal and consists of three
different type of classes and resulting traffic: 1.) eight – ten weeks of kid cooking classes
throughout the summer that consist of 8 to 16 students and that parents drop off the kids at
9 am and pick them up in the afternoon 2.) one on one classes where the student is there
1
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for a 3 hour term and parks his/her car at the site during this time period 3.) team building
program with a maximum of 16 adults and group arrives at the site in a group van.
It should be noted that the applicant’s encourage carpooling and many of its students are
from the neighborhood and walk to the site.
C‘est si Bon! requires a shuttle service for whenever parking demand exceeds the number
of parking spaces available on-site.

Parking. (update: no change since 2011 SUP)
Per section 15-291 of the LUO, 4 parking spaces and 1 handicap space are required for the
combination use category of single-family residence and educational facility. C’est si
Bon! uses the existing driveway for the five (5) parking spaces and the surface is gravel.
Tree Protection, Shading and Screening (update: no change since 2011 SUP)
Tree Protection
No trees will be removed on this site.
Screening
This project requires a Type A, opaque screen adjacent to residential properties. Section
15-309 of the Land Use Ordinance allows flexibility in the administrating of these
screening requirements by the Board of Adjustment. The applicant is asking for relief
from the six foot opaque portion requirement of the Type A screening by stating that the
existing landscaping provides the necessary buffer and that upon speaking with adjacent
property owner’s, they do not wish for the installation of any additional buffer.
Town staff recommends the following condition: that per Section 15-309 of the LUO,
relief in the requirement of the six (6) foot opaque portion requirement of the Type A
buffer be granted.
Shading
Section 15-317 of the LUO requires that 20% of all vehicle accommodation areas be
shaded with trees complying with the recommendations of Appendix E-10. In this case,
the applicant has satisfied this requirement with the existing trees adjacent to the
driveway.

Drainage and Grading(update: no change since 2011 SUP)
Drainage
No changes in the drainage of the lot will take place since there is no new construction.
2
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Grading
No grading will take place on this lot.

Utilities, Lighting and Refuse Collection (update: no change since 2011 SUP)
Utilities
This property is served by a private well and septic system. It should be noted that the
existing septic system was upsized due to the cooking school. This work was completed
with approval of the Orange County Health Department.
Lighting
No changing in the existing lighting will take place.
Refuse Collection
Trash service is provided by Orange County. C’est si Bon! waste is biodegradable and is
composted on site. If any excess waste does not fit in the existing garbage can, then we
take it to the closest Solid Waste Center.
Neighborhood Information Meeting
Neighborhood Information Meeting is held in the existing home each year.
Next meeting will be held August 17th 2021
Signed letters of support from our neighbors within 500 ft. will be provided.
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FILED
Deborah 8. Brooks ~ - Reglster of Deeds, Orange~o,N
Record1ng Fee: $26.00
NC Real Estate lX: $.00

RETURN TO J. TUOHEY, TOWN OF CARRBORO, 301. W. MAIN STREET, CARRBORO, NC 27510

NORTH CAROLINA
ORANGE COUNTY

TOWN OF CARRBORO
SPECIAL USE PERMIT GRANTED
On the date(s) listed below, the Board of Adjustment of the Town of Carrboro met and held a public hearing
to consider the following application:
Applicant:

C'est Si Bon Cooking School

Owner: ____,Ri=·=ch=ar=d_,an=d_,D,_,o=r=ett=e"-=Sn=o"'-v,_,e,_,_r_______________
Property Location:

1002 Brace Lane, Carrboro, NC 27510

PIN: 9870-24-2788

Proposed Use ofPropt:rty

27.000 Combiualion Us~:- ~ittgle Famiiy Residence and Educational Faciitty

Carrboro Land Use Ordinance Use Catcgory:_1.111 and 5.310_
Meeting Date(s)_ _O=ct"'-ob,_,e~r--!.1~9,'-"2,_,0~1-=--1_
Having heard all the evidence and arguments presented at the hearing, the Board finds that the application is
complete, that the application complies with all of the applicable requirements of the Carrboro Land Use
Ordinance for the development proposed, and that therefore the application to make use of the above
described property for the purpose indicated is hereby approved, subject to all applicable provisions of the
Land Use Ordinance and the following conditions:
I.

2.
3.

4.
5.
6.
7.

the applicant shall complete the development strictly in accordance with the plans submitted to and
approved by this Board, a copy of which is filed in the Carrboro Town Hall. Any deviations from or
changes in these plans must be pointed out specifically to the administrator in writing and specific
written approval obtained as provided in Section 15-64 of the Land Use Ordinance.
if any of the conditions affixed hereto or any part thereof shall be held invalid or void, then this
permit shall be void and of no effect.
that per Section 15-309 of the LUO, relief in the requirement of the six (6) foot opaque portion
requirement of the Type A buffer be granted by the permit issuing authority (that being the Board of
Adjustment)
that the number of participants at the cooking school be limited to no more than twenty (20).
that the operator make available a shuttle service for whenever parking demand exceeds the number
of parking spaces available on-site
that per Section 15-206(b) of the LUO, the driveway be paved fifteen (15) feet back from the edge of
the paved street
the permit shall be valid for 10 years. Prior to the expiration of the permit, the owner shall present a
status report to the Board of Adjustment addressing all conditions of the original permit. The Board
of Adjustment shall, at that time, renew the permit, amend the permit or cancel the permit.
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This permit shall automatically expire within two years of the date of issuance if the use has not commenced
or less than 10 percent (10%) of total cost of construction has been completed or there has been
non-compliance with any other requirements of Section 15-62 ofthe Carrboro Land Use Ordinance.
All street construction on those streets proposed for acceptance by the Town of Carrboro shall be certified
by an engineer. Engineering certification is the inspection by the developer's engineer of the street's sub
grade, base material, asphalt paving, sidewalks and curb and gutter, when used. The developer's engineer
shall be responsible for reviewing all compaction tests that are required for streets to be dedicated to the
town. The developer's engineer shall certify that all work has been constructed to the town's construction
specifications.
If this permit authorizes development on a tract of land in excess of one acre, nothing authorized by the
permit may be done until the property owner properly executes and returns to the Town of Carrboro the
attached acknowledgment of the issuance of this permit so that the town may have it recorded in the Orange
County Registry.

NORTH CAROLINA
ORANGE COUNTY
IN WITNESS WHEREOF, the Town of Carrboro has caused this permit to be issued in its name,
and the undersigned being all of the property above described, do hereby accept this Special Use
Permit, together with all its conditions, as binding upon them and their successors in interest.
ATTEST:

~
BYe.~~/
I, ~~ Jj fR /lc , a Notary Public in and for said County and State, do hereby certifY
J

that C
nne Wilson, Town Clerk for the Town of Carrboro, personally came before me this
day and being by me duly sworn says each for himself that she knows the corporate seal ofthe
Town of Carrboro and that the seal affix~~to the foregoing instrument is the corporate seal of the
Tm.un of Carrboro, thatC.fo\~cwei\t'.l/\it'""tcvm Manager of said To,vn of Carrboro und Catherine
Wilson, Town Clerk for the Town of Carrboro subscribed their names thereto; that the corporate
seal of the Town of Carrboro was affixed thereto, all by virtue of a resolution of the Board of
Aldermen, and that said instrurhent is the act and deed of the Town of Carrboro.
WITNESS THEREOF, I have hereunto set by hand and notarial seal this the
('ce/
, 20i_J_.

r't,

day of

Nancy H f:,....,.,,;,()
Notary i"'•Jr·-·c
Orange <;,_,,, ··ry

My

Com~~J&r~-~S~(t)J!:&x

en

~

e. .J'pev-eff , owner(s), do hereby acknowledge
,. I (We) {(I ( t ~,{ ._,._ J fJ,((
receipt ofthis Special Use Permit. The undersigned owner(s) do further acknowledge that no
work may be done pursuant to this permit except in accordance with all of its conditions and
requirements and that this restriction shall be binding upon them and their successors in interest.
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Ai ..,~ .se lrt» (

(Organization Name)
NORTH CAROLINA
ORANGE COUNTY

L~~-~ ~\J~

~~.a..

I,
,a Notary Public of
County,N.C. do hereby
certify that'\.:_0, Q¥\ \.. ~~t:.~-c.s. ..."\;:> t:.\~ ( sN::.~4.C appeared before me this day and acknowledged
, of C.e~..;- ~ ~"' L~ .. '-s>c \.e.~\ , and
that he is (~\A."" .u,.:,
acknowleged, on behalf of (_~9, lbt;.... (rz..~" S~~' the due executiSh of the foregoing
::S
'
instrument.
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Annotation provided by applicant:
Having heard all the evidence and arguments presented at the hearing, the Board finds that the application is
complete, that the application complies with all of the applicable requirements of the Carrboro Land Use
Ordinance for the development proposed, and that therefore the application to make use of the above described
property for the purpose indicated is hereby approved, subject to all applicable provisions of the Land Use
Ordinance and the following conditions:
1

2.

3.

4.
5.

6.

7.

No changes to the 2011 plans
the applicant shall complete the development strictly in accordance with the plans submitted to and
approved by this Board, a copy of which is filed in the Carrboro Town Hall. Any deviations from or
changes in these plans must be pointed out specifically to the administrator in writing and specific
written approval obtained as provided in Section 15-64 of the Land Use Ordinance.
No changes to the 2011 conditions
if any of the conditions affixed hereto or any part thereof shall be held invalid or void, then
this permit shall be void and of no effect.
No changes to the 2011 requirement
that per Section 15-309 of the LUO, relief in the requirement of the six (6) foot opaque portion
requirement of the Type A buffer be granted by the permit issuing authority (that being the Board of
Adjustment)
No changes to the limit
that the number of participants at the cooking school be limited to no more than twenty (20).
No changes to the 2011 plans
that the operator make available a shuttle service for whenever parking demand exceeds the number
of parking spaces available on-site
No changes to the 2011 requirement
that per Section 15-206(b) of the LUO, the driveway be paved fifteen (15) feet back from the edge
of the paved street
Requesting the 10 year renew be removed from the SUP
he permit shall be valid for l 0 years. Prior to the expiration of the permit, the owner shall present a
status report to the Board of Adjustment addressing all conditions of the original permit. The Board of
Adjustment shall, at that time, renew the permit, amend the permit or cancel the permit.

This permit shall automatically expire within two years of the date of issuance if the use
has not commenced or less than 10 percent (10%) of total cost of construction has been
completed or there has been non-compliance with any other requirements of Section 1562 of the Carrboro Land Use Ordinance.
All street construction on those streets proposed for acceptance by the Town of Carrboro
shall be certified by an engineer. Engineering certification is the inspection by the
developer's engineer of the street's sub grade, base material, asphalt paving, sidewalks
and curb and gutter, when used. The developer's engineer shall be responsible for
reviewing all compaction tests that are required for streets to be dedicated to the town.
The developer's engineer shall certify that all work has been constructed to the town's
construction specifications.
If this permit authorizes development on a tract of land in excess of one acre, nothing
authorized by the permit may be done until the property owner properly executes and
returns to the Town of Carrboro the attached acknowledgment of the issuance of this
permit so that the town may have it recorded in the Orange County Registry.

ATTACHMENT C

The following resolution was introduced by Board of Adjustment Member ________ and
duly seconded by Board of Adjustment Member ________.
A RESOLUTION RENEWING / AMENDING / CANCELLING THE SPECIAL
USE PERMIT FOR COMBINATION USE, COOKING SCHOOL AND SINGLE
FAMILY HOME, AT 1002 BRACE LANE.

WHEREAS, the Carrboro Board of Adjustment granted a Special Use Permit for a
combination use, consisting of a cooking school and single family home, to be located
1002 Brace Lane on October 19, 2011; and
WHEREAS, the Board of Adjustment included a condition on the permit requiring a
status report to be brought back before the Board of Adjustment after ten years; and
WHEREAS, the property owner has submitted materials constituting a status report for
consideration by the Board of Adjustment.
NOW, THEREFORE BE IT RESOLVED by the Carrboro Board of Adjustment that
the Special Use Permit for 1002 Brace Lane is:





This the 18th day of August, 2021.
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BOARD OF ADJUSTMENT
ITEM NO.: _________________

AGENDA ITEM ABSTRACT
MEETING DATE:

WEDNESDAY, AUGUST 25, 2021

SUBJECT: PUBLIC HEARING TO REVIEW AN APPEAL OF THE ZONING ADMINISTRATOR’S
DECISION REGARDING A CHANGE IN USE

DEPARTMENT:
ATTACHMENTS:
A.
B.
C.
D.

PLANNING DEPARTMENT

PUBLIC HEARING: YES _X_ NO ____
FOR INFORMATION CONTACT:

APPEAL SUBMISSION
Marty
Roupe,
LETTER FROM APPELLANT
mroupe@townofcarrboro.org
ORIGINAL VARIANCE APPLICATION
LETTER FROM APPELLANT REGARDING
VARIANCE REQUEST

918-7333,

PURPOSE
Mr. Andrew Dykers has appealed a determination made by Zoning Administrator, Marty Roupe, regarding
whether a change in use occurs if / when a property’s use changes from single family dwelling to duplex.
Mr. Dykers’ property is located at 104 Williams Street and is zoned Residential – 10 (R-10). The Board of
Adjustment must receive the application, hold a public hearing, and make a decision regarding the appeal.
ANALYSIS
As detailed in the materials submitted by the appellant, the property owner wants to add a second kitchen
to a portion of an existing structure on the property. By way of definitions included in the Land Use
Ordinance, doing so would change the structures on the site from being considered a single family home
to being a duplex. The property is not sufficiently sized to accommodate a duplex.
The property owner initially submitted a variance application, see attached materials, seeking permission
for the change from the Board of Adjustment. Also included in the attached materials is information
explaining that staff has consistently considered a change in use categories, even within a broad category
such as residential use, to constitute a change of use. Staff advised the property owner about this and
informed him that staff would instruct the Board of Adjustment that they do not have the authority, as a
matter of state law, to grant the variance request. After further discussion about the matter, the property
owner chose to appeal the staff’s determination that going from a single family dwelling to a duplex
constitutes a change of use.
As additional background regarding state law, note that North Carolina General Statute (NCGS) 160D705(d) prohibits a board of adjustment from granting a variance to change a permitted use by saying: “No
change in permitted uses may be authorized by variance.” In Sherrill v. Town of Wrightsville Beach, 76
N.C. App. 646, 344 S.E.2d 103 (1985), the Court of Appeals held that a board of adjustment had no
authority to grant a variance to change a single-family use to a duplex use. The Court reasoned that these
uses were different, even as they were both residential in nature, because the purpose and effect of a
duplex use is to increase density.

Board of Adjustment members may also take note of other information contained in the materials offering
other options as ways to achieve the right to have a duplex on the property, such as a rezoning or text
amendment request, or a recombination of properties with an adjacent property to increase the size of the
lot enough to support the additional density. While Board members may or may not find it useful to
discuss other options, it is important to remember that the question ultimately in front of the Board of
Adjustment is whether the change from a single family home to a duplex does or does not constitute a
change of use. Staff’s determination is that it does, which results in the Board of Adjustment not having
the authority to grant the variance as originally requested. If the Board of Adjustment disagrees with
staff’s determination or determines otherwise, then note that the town attorney has found it acceptable for
the original variance matter to be considered during the meeting as well, as it is directly related and
pertinent to the appeal.
RECOMMENDATION
Town Staff recommends that the Board of Adjustment evaluate the facts as presented and in associated
attachments, and as presented in the public hearing, and make a decision regarding whether a change in
use occurs when the way in which a property is used changes from a single family dwelling to a duplex.
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Martin Roupe
From:
Sent:
To:
Cc:
Subject:
Attachments:

Andrew Dykers <andrewdykers@hotmail.com>
Friday, July 9, 2021 11:25 AM
Martin Roupe
Nick Herman
Appeal submission
appeal 104 variance request.docx; Variance Request 104 Williams St.docx; VARIANCE
REQUEST_201412151318585469.pdf

Hi Marty,
This email is intended to serve as my appeal to the Board of Adjustment. I am seeking to have the Board rule
on both the Town's interpretation of the word "use" as well as the underlying variance request which
triggered that debate. Attached are three documents; a word document dated 7/9/2021 which makes my
argument regarding "use," another word document dated 5/3/21 which contains a detailed explanation of the
variance request, and a PDF of my original variance request form.
I did not see a straightforward link to submit this appeal or pay for it online. Please accept this email and its
attachments as my appeal, and please provide payment instructions.
Sincerely,
Andrew

From: Martin Roupe <mroupe@townofcarrboro.org>
Sent: Wednesday, June 30, 2021 11:38 PM
To: 'Andrew Dykers' <andrewdykers@hotmail.com>
Cc: Nick Herman <herman@broughlawfirm.com>; Patricia J. McGuire <PMcGuire@townofcarrboro.org>; Lydia Lavelle
<LLavelle@townofcarrboro.org>
Subject: RE: Information about Variance application materials

Andrew,
Thanks for the response and for your patience in hearing back from me. I have spoken to Town Attorney Nick
Herman, copied here, about your response and offer the following:
-If you choose to move forward with the Variance option, please be reminded that town staff and the town
attorney will advise the Board of Adjustment that they are not authorized to grant the particular type of variance
you are requesting, that being a use variance;
-If you choose, instead, to file the application as an appeal, then please be aware that the Board of Adjustment
has the authority, should they choose to do so, to overturn on appeal my decision and, as long as your appeal
application references that it originated with the variance application to use the property in the manner you have
described in the variance application paperwork, then they are empowered to grant the variance at the same time
by way of overturning my administrative decision about the matter;
-In summary, if you submit an appeal application about how we classify or define use variance, and reference
the variance application that led to it within that appeal application itself, then the whole matter can be
considered within the one application, effectively incorporating all of the issues within one application and one
public hearing to consider the matters, rather than a two step approach as suggested in your reply below.
I hope this response makes sense and welcome further discussion as needed. That in mind please let me know
how you want to proceed from here. In order to get in front of the Board of Adjustment in July, 7/21 to be
precise, we’ll need to have the final version of whatever application and process you choose, by next Thursday,
1
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July 8. If you want to think more about it or discuss beyond that date, the next meeting is scheduled for
Wednesday, August 18.
FYI I’ll be away until Tuesday, 7/6, so I won’t see your reply until then.
Thanks very much,
Marty
From: Andrew Dykers <andrewdykers@hotmail.com>
Sent: Thursday, June 24, 2021 8:32 AM
To: Martin Roupe <mroupe@townofcarrboro.org>
Cc: Nick Herman <herman@broughlawfirm.com>; Patricia J. McGuire <PMcGuire@townofcarrboro.org>;
Lydia Lavelle <LLavelle@townofcarrboro.org>
Subject: Re: Information about Variance application materials
Good morning All,
I chose the option of Variance request because it appears we are going to continue debating the word "use"
either way, so why should I pay twice to have the same conversation? Your description of the appeal gives the
sense the conversation would be limited to debating the definition of "use," and I would much rather discuss the
two-factor variance I've constructed for the Town/Board/myself which would resolve this specific conflict and
give the Town a helpful tool moving forward.
The real question I have is should a citizen be required to pay anything for an explanation of an imposed
restriction? If so, how much is fair? I believe restricting someone, especially in a daily-life sort of way, without
explaining the rationale is mentally cruel. No one from the Town has explained the reason for the policy in
question. What is the price for a written explanation?
Sincerely,
Andrew
From: Martin Roupe <mroupe@townofcarrboro.org>
Sent: Wednesday, June 23, 2021 9:33 PM
To: 'Andrew Dykers' <andrewdykers@hotmail.com>
Cc: Nick Herman <herman@broughlawfirm.com>; Patricia J. McGuire <PMcGuire@townofcarrboro.org>
Subject: RE: Information about Variance application materials
Andrew,
Just writing to clarify that you intended to submit this as a Variance application rather than an Appeal
application, regarding the note further down stating that staff and the town attorney will advise the Board that
they aren’t authorized to grant the variance. Just making sure you mean to move forward with a variance
application, not an appeal.
FYI I’m copying Trish McGuire as a FYI and Town Attorney Nick Herman in case you want to ask any
additional questions or discuss further with him.
Thanks,
Marty
From: Andrew Dykers <andrewdykers@hotmail.com>
Sent: Wednesday, June 23, 2021 12:18 PM
To: Martin Roupe <mroupe@townofcarrboro.org>
Subject: Re: Information about Variance application materials
Hi Marty,
I'm attaching three documents that comprise my request for variance: 1) a 7pg word document containing
photos, a map, my primary argument, and a proposed resolution. 2) a 5pg word document containing a brief
note to the Board and a copy of our email thread debating the word "use." And 3) A PDF of Variance Request
form D-88-14. Please copy me when you forward this note along with the attached materials to the Board.
Sincerely,
Andrew
2
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From: Martin Roupe <mroupe@townofcarrboro.org>
Sent: Tuesday, June 22, 2021 11:48 AM
To: 'Andrew Dykers' <andrewdykers@hotmail.com>
Subject: RE: Information about Variance application materials
Did you sign up for an account as a first step? Just checking. Assuming you did, then FYI we only allow certain
applications to be submitted from the outside at this point, so that’s probably why you didn’t successfully get it
submitted. Please, instead, submit it directly to me through email, or through a Share File platform if the
information exceeds 20 MB. I can provide a Share File link if needed. I’ll put the application into the system
from the inside, so to speak, then email you when an invoice is waiting to be paid.
Thanks,
Marty
From: Andrew Dykers <andrewdykers@hotmail.com>
Sent: Tuesday, June 22, 2021 11:23 AM
To: Martin Roupe <mroupe@townofcarrboro.org>
Subject: Re: Information about Variance application materials
Hi Marty,
When I clicked the submit button on my application a pop-up window appeared with a bunch of random-ish
words. At the bottom of that window was a "close" button. Since the dialogue didn't make any sense to me, I
clicked "close" and tried hitting the submit button a second time, but the same thing happened. Any advice?
Thankful,
Andrew
From: Martin Roupe <mroupe@townofcarrboro.org>
Sent: Monday, June 21, 2021 1:32 PM
To: 'Andrew Dykers' <andrewdykers@hotmail.com>
Subject: RE: Information about Variance application materials
You’re welcome, no problem, let me know if you have more questions.
Marty
From: Andrew Dykers <andrewdykers@hotmail.com>
Sent: Monday, June 21, 2021 1:27 PM
To: Martin Roupe <mroupe@townofcarrboro.org>
Subject: Re: Information about Variance application materials
Thank you. Sorry for needing the help.
Andrew
From: Martin Roupe <mroupe@townofcarrboro.org>
Sent: Monday, June 21, 2021 1:04 PM
To: 'Andrew Dykers' <andrewdykers@hotmail.com>
Subject: RE: Information about Variance application materials
Hey Andrew,
The fee schedule is located here:
Miscellaneous-Fee-Schedule (townofcarrboro.org)
FYI you’ll see that the fees I listed in my message include in the total a $40 Online Permitting and Access fee,
found at the bottom of page 14. The other fees are listed down below that. As an example, you’ll find the $300
fee for an appeal on page 20, my total of $340 below includes the additional $40 as you’ll see a total of $340 on
the invoice if an appeal is what you choose. And yes, the fees are paid through our online portal, PIPER, found
here: CSS (townofcarrboro.org). If you intend to choose an option and pay a fee, you may want to go ahead and
sign up / create an account at that link, so the fee can be invoiced and send to you later.
Thanks,
Marty
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From: Andrew Dykers <andrewdykers@hotmail.com>
Sent: Monday, June 21, 2021 10:51 AM
To: Martin Roupe <mroupe@townofcarrboro.org>
Subject: Re: Information about Variance application materials
Hi Marty,
Hope this finds you well. I'd like to respond to everyone, but before I do that; where on the Town website are
these fees listed? And do I pay online?
Thank you,
Andrew
From: Martin Roupe <mroupe@townofcarrboro.org>
Sent: Tuesday, June 15, 2021 5:27 PM
To: 'Andrew Dykers' <andrewdykers@hotmail.com>
Cc: Patricia J. McGuire <PMcGuire@townofcarrboro.org>; council <council@townofcarrboro.org>; David
Andrews <dandrews@townofcarrboro.org>; Nick Herman <herman@broughlawfirm.com>
Subject: RE: Information about Variance application materials
Dear Mr. Dykers,
Thanks for your message. This response replies to your message below as well as the correspondence to Trish
and Town Council from June 3 as well.
I think I understand the content of your response and that you are expressing that you interpret the use
categories broadly rather than as individual and distinct uses within each header. In response, please note that
town staff has consistently interpreted each individual entry in the permissible use table as separate and distinct
uses, and we do consider a change from a single family use, 1.111, to a duplex, 1.231, to amount to a change of
use. That said you have four options at this point should you wish to move the matter forward, as further
described below:
-Variance request. You can pay the $390 fee and take your variance application forward to the Board of
Adjustment. As noted below, staff and the town attorney will advise the Board that they are not authorized to
grant the variance.
-Appeal. Within 30 days of receiving this message, you may choose to pay the $340 fee and appeal the Zoning
Division’s interpretation regarding when a change of use occurs. Like the variance, an appeal is heard by the
Board of Adjustment as a quasi-judicial public hearing. You can read more details about an appeal at the
following link: Article V (civicplus.com).
-Rezoning request or text amendment request. As discussed when you spoke from the floor to Town Council a
few months ago, you may choose to pay a fee and file a rezoning request to change the zoning designation to a
different zoning district, with a different density standard that would support two dwelling units on the amount
of land you have. Or you could pay a fee and file a text amendment asking Town Council to consider changing
the text of the LUO in a manner that would facilitate you having a second dwelling unit on the amount of land
you have.
-Recombination plat. I recall discussing this option with you by phone a few months ago. If you have a
neighbor with land directly adjacent and touching one of your property lines, and they have sufficient excess
land to sell you, then you can recombine property lines to change the size of the two properties. As the receiving
property, you would be eligible to create a size limited accessory dwelling unit upon reaching 15,000 square
feet of land. I would need to discuss the square footages of what you have in place, but I’m thinking this would
probably work knowing that your spaces are relatively small. Otherwise you would need to reach 20,000 square
feet in order to support an additional full dwelling unit. The giving property similarly would need to retain the
necessary amount of land to support what they have on their property.
Thanks very much,
Marty
From: Andrew Dykers <andrewdykers@hotmail.com>
Sent: Sunday, June 6, 2021 2:04 PM
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To: Martin Roupe <mroupe@townofcarrboro.org>
Cc: Patricia J. McGuire <PMcGuire@townofcarrboro.org>; council <council@townofcarrboro.org>
Subject: Re: Information about Variance application materials
Mr. Roupe,
My request for a variance does not involve a new use. The Town of Carrboro defines "use" as, "The activity or
function that actually takes place or is intended to take place on a lot." On the table of permissible uses, each
use is listed with a whole number. Those uses are then broken down into subcategories (with decimals) for
further classification, but those subcategories are not new/separate uses. My variance request form (attached)
plainly asks for a "dwelling reclassification." It is true the more detailed explanation I provided (also attached)
utilizes the verb "to use" in describing the events, but my request is not for a new use as defined by the code. An
example of a request for a new use would be if I were asking the Town for permission to open a bicycle shop.
My request is for a dwelling reclassification. The use remains the same; residential. I see nothing in the state or
local code preventing this matter from being presented to the Board of Adjustment.
Truly,
T. Andrew Dykers
From: Martin Roupe <mroupe@townofcarrboro.org>
Sent: Thursday, June 3, 2021 8:03 PM
To: 'andrewdykers@hotmail.com' <andrewdykers@hotmail.com>
Cc: Patricia J. McGuire <PMcGuire@townofcarrboro.org>
Subject: Information about Variance application materials
Hey Andrew,
Thanks for trying to call back. I heard your voice message asking for an email. Upon reading, please feel free to
call my cell phone again, 919-824-6090, to discuss further. Following is a summary of why granting a variance
in the manner you’ve requested is not legally authorized as a matter of law. I’m including a couple of Snip
images from the Land Use Ordinance as well to show the exact ordinance language related to the matter. I feel
pretty sure we discussed most of what follows, in some manner, by phone a few months ago before you spoke
to Town Council, but I don’t think I put it in writing at the time.
-Your application correctly notes / requests that what you want to do is change the use of the property from
what is currently classified as a single family home, Use 1.111, to a Two-Family Residence, Duplex, Use 1.231.
Such a change would constitute what is called a use variance, more details below about the inability of the
Board of Adjustment being able to grant such a request. See the attached Snip image 1-Table of Permissible
Uses, wherein the single family and duplex distinctions are identified as separate uses.
-As a matter of State of NC law, statewide, not just in Carrboro, Boards of Adjustment are not allowed to grant
use variances. It is not within their purview or jurisdiction as a matter of law. This is codified in Carrboro’s
LUO as Section 92(c), see attached Snip image 2-Variance language excerpt.
-The issue specifically with adding a second kitchen, which would result in the above described change of use
from single family to duplex designation relates to the definition of a dwelling unit, which in summary equals a
situation wherein you have sleeping, bathroom, and kitchen facilities within individual spaces. What you have
now, as you well know, is a separate living area containing sleeping and bathroom facilities, but no kitchen. I’m
attaching as Snip image 3 the whole definition of dwelling unit from LUO Section 15-15.
Again, please feel free to call my cell phone to discuss further if you’d like.
Thanks very much,
Marty Roupe
Development Review Administrator
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7/9/21
Dear Board,
This appeal comes to you as a result of my initial request for a variance, the details
of which are contained within the word document dated 5/3/21 (with minor edits
occurring since then). It has taken quite a bit of work to simply get the Town to
allow me to present my request to you. This is true largely due to the Town’s
restrictive interpretation of the word “use.” My request is for you to please see the
merits and support the logic behind both my interpretation of the word “use,” as
well as the proposed variance itself. I’m sorry to bother you with this matter, but
thankful for your time. My position regarding the word “use” is as follows:
In section 15-15 the Town defines “use” as, “The activity or function that actually
takes place or is intended to take place on a lot.” In this case, if the requested
variance is granted, the activity or function taking place will not change. Therefore,
I am not seeking a change of use. I am seeking a dwelling re-classification. Such a
re-classification brings added economic and structural flexibility within the category
of residential use. On the table of permissible uses each use is numbered with a
whole number in the far-left column. Those uses are then broken down into
subcategories (with decimals) for further classification, but those “subcategories” or
“use classifications” are not new/separate uses which would require their own whole
number in the far-left column. There are numerous examples in section 15-15
discussing the addition of a new “use classification” (which requires a decimal point
and does not receive a new whole number in the far-left column). If a new “use
classification” or “subcategory” were the same thing as an entirely new “use,” then
there would be no need for the additional terminology or decimals. The mere
presence of the additional terminology and the decimal points establishes there is a
distinction between a new “use” (requiring a new whole number) and a new “use
classification” or “subcategory” (requiring a decimal).
As the Town has pointed out in our back-and-forth, it is true the variance request
(dated 5/3/21) utilizes the verb "to use" in describing the background events, but my
request is not for a new use as defined by the code. My request is for a dwelling
reclassification from the subcategory of 1.110 to 1.230. The use would remain the
same; residential. Nothing visible would change on the property other than an
additional mailbox. An example of a request for a new use would be if I were asking
the Town for permission to open a bookstore (moving from 1.110 to 2.200). In my
legal opinion, the Board has the authority to hear this request.
Truly,
T. Andrew Dykers, Esq.
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TOWN OF CARRBORO
VARIANCE REQUEST
ATTACHMENT A

FORM #: D-88-14

“Dear Potential Business Operator:
Please be advised that it may be necessary to meet with several members of Town staff as well as
outside agencies to identify and fully understand all rules, regulations, and policies applicable to your
business. Please refer to the 'Checklist for Opening a Business in Carrboro."
5/3/21
DATE: ________________________
STREET ADDRESS:

104 Williams St

TAX MAP, BLOCK, LOT

Orange County PIN 9778797207

DESCRIBE THE VARIANCE REQUESTED AND GIVE APPROPRIATE ORDINANCE SECTIONS:
Re: sections 15-182 and to a lesser extent 15-146. Request for a dwelling re-classification from single-family to duplex that does not
involve any building expansion and where the lot in question is immediately adjacent to a duplex. (Please see attached document)

REASON(S) FOR VARIANCE REQUEST:
The ability to simultaneously rent and live on the property while maintaining privacy and dignity is currently being unreasonably and
arbitrarily restricted. (Please see attached document).

THE BOARD

OF ADJUSTMENT SHALL GRANT A VARIANCE IF IT CONCLUDES THAT STRICT
ENFORCEMENT OF THE ORDINANCE WOULD RESULT IN UNNECESSARY HARDSHIPS FOR THE
APPLICANT; AND THAT BY GRANTING THE VARIANCE THE SPIRIT OF THE ORDINANCE WILL BE
OBSERVED, PUBLIC SAFETY AND WELFARE SECURED AND SUBSTANTIAL JUSTICE DONE. THE
BOARD MAY REACH THESE CONCLUSIONS IF IT FINDS THAT:

1.

Unnecessary hardship would result from the strict application of this ordinance. It
shall not be necessary to demonstrate that, in the absence of the variance, no
reasonable use can be made of the property;
Statement by Applicant supporting this finding:
Denying me the ability to live and rent on my property while maintaining privacy between landlord and tenant
_______________________________________________________________________
creates the unnecessary hardship of living without a proper kitchen and private mail. (Please see attached document).
_______________________________________________________________________
_______________________________________________________________________
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TOWN OF CARRBORO
VARIANCE REQUEST (con’t)
Page #2

2.

The hardship results from conditions that are peculiar to the property, such as
location, size, or topography. Hardships resulting from personal circumstances, as
well as hardships resulting from conditions that are common to the neighborhood or
the general public, may not be that basis for granting the variance;
Statement by Applicant supporting this finding:
The hardship results from the size and location of the property as well as the peculiar structural
_______________________________________________________________________
_______________________________________________________________________
layout. (Please see attached document).
_______________________________________________________________________

3.

The hardship did not result from actions taken by the applicant or the property owner.
The act of purchasing property with knowledge that circumstances exist that may
justify the granting of a variance shall not be regarded as a self-created hardship;
Statement by Applicant supporting this finding:
I knew when I purchased the property that circumstances exist to justify the granting of a variance.
_______________________________________________________________________
_______________________________________________________________________
(Please see attached document).
_______________________________________________________________________

4.

The requested variance is consistent with the spirit, purpose, and intent of the
ordinance, such that public safety is secured, and substantial justice is achieved;
Statement by Applicant supporting this finding:
The purpose of the ordinance is to regulate density. If the requested variance is granted nothing with regard
_______________________________________________________________________
_______________________________________________________________________
to density will change on the property. Meaning, no new structures are being requested, and the same
number of people will reside on the property. (Please see attached document).
_______________________________________________________________________

APPLICANT’S SIGNATURE

T. Andrew Dykers

DATE:

5/3/21
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5/3/21
Dear Board of Adjustments,
I’m writing to ask for a variance from the strict application of the Town’s residential
density ordinance (section 15-182) to my property, 104 Williams St, which is within
the R-10 district. I have a unique situation in that I have two small individual
units (each less than 600 sq ft) on my .23-acre property.
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When I purchased 104 Williams St in 2012, only the front unit was on the property.
It was in rough shape, but I was confident I could improve it. I sought to add the
back unit, which is a small but very pleasant space (pictured below) that I already
owned.

I asked permission to use the property as a duplex (like my immediate neighbor at
106 Williams St was/is doing) but was denied that economic freedom and quality of
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life because according to Carrboro law, the size of the land parcel trumps the stated
permissible uses allowed in any given zoning district. In other words, through one
process or another, Carrboro permits R-10 lots to contain; single-family dwellings,
multiple houses, mobile homes, duplexes, multi-family townhouses, multi-family
apartments, group homes, adult care, child-care, maternity houses, nursing homes,
temporary residences, educational and cultural centers, plant based agriculture,
reclamation landfills, data service provider facilities, town facilities, 50 ft tall cell
towers (with antennas even taller), cemeteries, as well as bed and breakfast
businesses, but so far, Carrboro will not allow anything other than a single-family
dwelling on my R-10 lot because the lot is arbitrarily deemed too small (10,018 sq ft,
.23 acre).
The current rule structure has created a frustratingly illogical situation such as
mine where I have an immediate neighbor with a duplex, and I live less than 200
yards from a 16-unit apartment complex (The Wilson) that is also rated R-10, yet I
am not free to have two kitchens and two mailboxes because my lot is “too small.”
The current use of lot size to determine permissible uses creates inequity and
disorder. Why should I have to afford (and find) a larger lot in order to fully realize
the potential of my property? If a lot is located in a zone that permits uses A, B, C,
D, and E; then the owner of that lot should feel free to engage in those activities so
long as they abide by setback regulations. The current Carrboro rule structure
plainly provides greater financial opportunity and flexibility for those with more
money and hinders those with less.
Carrboro allowed me to place the second/back unit onto 104 Williams St so long as I
accepted the single-family dwelling restriction of only one kitchen and one mailbox
between the two units. At the time (2012), I recognized the wrong minded nature of
the rule and saw the need for a variance (or larger rule change) but did not want to
lose the overall purchase. I did not immediately confront the situation because I
was still scarred from a taxing battle with the Town of Chapel Hill over this very
same structure only a few years earlier. I was then and still am now simply doing
the best I can with what I’ve got. In 2012, I sincerely believed this issue would
present itself to the Council through some other set of facts, and by the time I was
ready to put a proper kitchen into the front unit, Carrboro would have updated its
land use rules to reflect economic freedom and equal treatment across incomes.
Unfortunately, that has not yet happened, and we are still operating within what
amounts to a Carrboro Class System.
I am an attorney doing difficult pro-democracy non-profit work on a modest budget.
I need the income generated from the rental property in order to support my work.
As a result, I now live in the front unit without a proper stove, oven, or kitchen
ventilation because my lot is arbitrarily deemed too small. It’s a completely
unnecessary hardship that is not serving the community in any way and frustrates
my daily life, including dating. (I’ve learned hot plates aren’t sexy).
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Density regulations are designed to address two main issues: structural density and
human density. In my case, structural density, which is governed primarily by
setback rules, is not an issue, and the number of humans potentially residing at 104
Williams St. does not change if this variance is granted.
Why should owners of larger land plots be allowed to financially benefit from
Carrboro’s popularity while those of us from a “lesser class” are denied that
opportunity? That is exactly what’s happening in this freedom-loving-equalitypreaching town. R-10 property owners, for example, with less than 15,000 sq ft
(.344 acres) cannot simultaneously live on and rent their property while
maintaining privacy, nor can they provide a private dwelling for a family member,
even if they abide by setback rules. Yet immediate neighbors who own larger land
plots are afforded those Carrboro sanctioned benefits. So far, I’ve focused my
homework/number crunching on the R-10 district, but this same rule structure and
the issues that come with it are also found in other residential zoning districts
throughout town.
If for some reason the concern is that too many people will move to Carrboro (I
thought in-fill was something we would promote), the Town needs to draft density
regulations that speak to the number of human beings residing per square foot in a
given district. Because as it stands now, for example, the current dwelling-unit
density for my R-10 neighbors The Wilson

is .77 acres (the size of their lot) divided by 16 units on the lot; equaling one
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dwelling unit for every .048 acres. Whereas, on my R-10 lot, located less than 200
yards away, I have .23 acres divided by (what are intended to be) two dwelling
units, equaling one unit every .115 acres. If I were permitted to have the same
economic freedom as The Wilson, I could have 4.79 units on my property. I’m not
asking for that, but as a matter of principle, that quantifies the inequity present
within a 200-yard distance of the Carrboro Class System.
I can appreciate why a municipality would prefer to regulate structures over people,
but the lack of precision in the current method results in unreasonable restrictions
such as the one I’m living with, while failing to achieve the objective of regulating
actual density. Under the current rules, for example, 104 Williams St could have a
six-bedroom house which I could rent out to a group of students, but two adults
living on the property, in two separate dwellings, abiding by setback regulations,
somehow offends the town. It’s maddening. Allowing me to have two kitchens and
two mailboxes will create zero change with regard to how this property is used
daily, and it would grant me the dignity and daily convenience of a proper stove,
oven, and mailbox.
When I re-approached the Town about this matter in October of 2020 the overriding
message received was this issue has apparently been before the Council for many
years under varying circumstances yet remains unresolved; however, no data or
anecdotes were provided by the Council. Some council members expressed concern
over the idea that allowing me to have two kitchens and two mailboxes would have
far-reaching implications within the community and the Council could not change
any rule to help me. I was told this is an “interesting” matter and the Council
prefers to have this conversation within the context of the Comprehensive Plan.
Essentially, I was told resolution may be years away if it comes at all. This is not
some academic matter. The restriction impacts my daily life and the value of my
property. While I think it’s great the Council is engaging the community to discuss
the future of the Town, nothing precludes them from simply speaking directly to the
facts and the law for which they are responsible.
Despite having months (years) to address this issue, the Council has not provided
any data to support their fear. The Council has not even articulated what exactly
their fear is, nor have they provided any rationale for their current restriction. My
understanding is the Board is required by the code (15-106) to put your findings in
writing. Please do not allow the Town to continue its restriction without so much as
writing out its rationale for having lot size trump location with regard to the type of
residential dwelling permitted under section 15-182. In other words, how is the
Town benefiting from the policy? What problem are we solving?
Making an exception to the rule in my case is the just and proper thing to do
because full resolution of Carrboro’s size restriction requires a recognition by the
Council of the advantages currently given to residents who can afford larger land
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plots, and such a recognition would then need to be acted upon with a new and more
equitable rule structure. When done well, this type of rule drafting is considerable
work, and to that end I respect the Council’s hesitation to act, but their failure to
provide any clear explanation for how the restriction under which I am currently
living is doing anything to help regulate actual density of any kind speaks to the
arbitrary and suspect nature of the rule and allows for the continued unnecessary
hardship. If the current lot-size-based limitations are based on sound logic,
someone needs to explain it because so far no one has. Allowing me the freedom to
live on my property while also renting and maintaining privacy between the two
units is perfectly in keeping with current R-10 permissible uses. Nothing would
change about the way the lot is being used.
As to the notion I would be getting special treatment, this is a unique situation
despite the larger issues to which it is connected. This, and any future similar
request for a “section 15-182 dwelling reclassification variance” by other lot-sizerestricted property owners could be justified or denied based on two qualifying
questions: Is the owner seeking to expand the structural footprint with their
request for reclassification? If yes, then the variance would be denied. This
question prevents any visual change from the road. And the second question would
be, does the lot seeking the variance sit immediately next to a similarly zoned
parcel containing multiple dwelling units? For example, in my case, my immediate
neighbors have a duplex. If that same situation does not exist, then the request will
also be denied. In other words, if the restricted single-family property seeking a
reclassification variance is surrounded by other single-family dwellings, the request
will be denied. This second question would prevent any practical change to any
neighborhood or street. Together these two factors would give the Town sufficient
grounds to deny future requests while properly justifying this exception. While I
believe these two qualifying questions would more than adequately prevent any
“flood of change,” if other examples arise where restricted property owners request a
dwelling reclassification variance not involving any expansion of the building’s
footprint AND are directly adjacent to a similarly zoned lot containing multiple
dwelling units, then the Board should grant those requests too, as they are simply
further indications of the current inequity.
Town leaders should recognize the current rule structure is not in keeping with
Carrboro’s often proclaimed principles of freedom and equality and should work to
establish good law. The Council is telling me I need to wait until it resolves its
deeply rooted property-based class system before I can have what common sense
plainly says I should be allowed to have. Please apply the two questions listed
above and grant a variance from the strict application of section 15-182 to 104
Williams St, allowing the property to be reclassified from a single-family dwelling to
a duplex. I am not asking for special treatment. I’m asking for logical and fair
treatment. I’m asking for the same economic freedom as my immediate neighbors.
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Sincerely,
T. Andrew Dykers
104 Williams St
andrewdykers@hotmail.com
919-949-4112

